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Soviet industrialization was a complex economic and political 
undertaking about which much remains unclear. Rather than 
examine the process as a whole, this essay focuses on two fairly 
unknown players in the history of Soviet-American relations––
one American irm and one Soviet negotiator––and their con-
tribution to the amazingly rapid Soviet industrialization of the 
early 1930s, emphasizing some human and business factors be-
hind Stalin’s Five-Year Plan. Saul G. Bron, during his tenure 
as chairman of Amtorg Trading Corporation in 1927–1930, 
contracted with leading American companies to help build Soviet 
industrial infrastructure and commissioned the irm of the fore-
most American industrial architect from Detroit, Albert Kahn, as 
consulting architects to the Soviet Government. The work of both 
played a major role in laying the foundation of the Soviet auto-
motive, tractor, and tank industry and led to the development 
of Soviet defense capabilities, which in turn played an impor-
tant role in the Allies’ defeat of Nazi Germany in World War II. 
Drawing on Russian and English-language sources, this essay is 
based on comprehensive research including previously-unknown 
archival documents, contemporaneous and current materials, 
and private archives.
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Soviet industrialization was a complex economic and 
political undertaking about which much remains un-
clear. Few issues are more controversial and ideologi-
cally-laden than the intertwined questions about the 
origin of Soviet “superindustrialization” of the early 
1930s, the dual use of imported technology for civilian 
and military purposes, and Stalin’s policies toward Nazi 
Germany prior to its invasion of the Soviet Union. Even 
though Stalin’s crimes against his people were exposed 
in the 1950s by Khrushchev, it was—and for many in 
Russia still is—sacrilegious to question his role in indus-
trialization and the Second World War, the Great Pa-
triotic War for people of the former U.S.S.R. who per-
ceived Stalin as their savior.2 

But regardless of whether, in the 1930s, Stalin’s Russia 
had been preparing for aggression, preventive war, or 
defense, by the time of the signing of the Molotov-Rib-
bentrop Pact in 1939 Russia was not the weak, poorly-
armed ally described in 1924 by Hitler contemplating a 
German-Russian war against Europe: 

Editor’s Note: This is the irst half of a two-part article by on the relationship forged in the late 1920s between 
American industrialists, especially Albert Kahn, the renowned factory architect, and the Soviet government, 
which in the late 1920s and early 1930s sought the help of Americans to move the Soviet Union from a peasant 
society to an industrial one. This irst part focuses on that phase of Soviet-American interaction from the per-
spective of Kahn’s architectural irm. The second part, which will be published in the next issue of IA (volume 
37, nos. 1–2), will focus on the Soviet-American commercial relationship from the perspective of Saul G. Bron, 
who headed the American Trading Corporation (Amtorg), the Soviet-controlled agency responsible for con-
tracting with the Americans.

“I listened to what people said they 
wanted and gave it to them.”

—Albert Kahn1
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   Russia would completely drop out of this war as a technical factor. 
. . . The universal motorization of the world, which will be over-
whelmingly decisive in the next war, could hardly be met by us. For 
not only has Germany itself remained shamefully far behind in this 
most important ield, but with the little it has, it would have to sup-
port Russia, which even today cannot call its own a single factory 
in which can be manufactured a motor vehicle that really runs.3 

However, by the time of the Nazi invasion in 1941, the 
U.S.S.R. had turned itself from a weak country without 
a single homemade truck into a powerful military force. 
After the initial blitzkrieg advance, Hitler was stunned 
to discover that the Red Army was much better armed 
than he expected. In his broadcast to the German peo-
ple on October 3, 1941, he declared that the occupied 
Soviet territories appeared to be “a single armaments 
factory,” and that before the occupation he could not 
have imagined how far the U.S.S.R. had progressed in 
its preparation for war. The Soviet arsenal became a ma-
jor factor in the outcome of the War; but, one may ask, 
from where had it all come?

The Problem: “A weak country,  
unprepared for defense”

Until the 1930s the U.S.S.R. did not have its own tank 
industry. It did not have automotive and tractor in-
dustries either. Before the revolution, there were less 
than 500 tractors in all Russia.4 The absence of tractors 
in particular was a catastrophic problem, and in 1921 
American tractor brigades, organized by the Friends of 
Soviet Russia Society and the Jewish Joint Distribution 
Service, arrived in the U.S.S.R. equipped with Fordson 
and Case tractors and other machinery to help revital-
ize Russia’s agriculture devastated by the revolution and 
the three-year Civil War which followed. 

The domestic tractor industry in the Soviet Union was 
formally established by a decree of the Council of Labor 
and Defense (STO) on March 4, 1923. Later in 1923 
the Supreme Council on the National Economy of the 
U.S.S.R. (VSNKh) created a special commission to de-
velop the production plan.5 Its irst task was to choose 
the most appropriate type of foreign tractor for pro-
duction in the U.S.S.R. and identify domestic factories 
capable of this production. After considering Interna-
tional Harvester, Holt, and several German models, in 
May 1923 the commission selected Fordson. 

Six years later, when Ford’s production director, Charles 
Sorensen, came to the U.S.S.R., he visited the Krasny Pu-

tilovets plant in Leningrad and was shown the assembly 
room. “I stopped in astonishment,” wrote Sorensen in 
his memoirs. “There on the loor lines they were build-
ing the Fordson tractor!”6 What Sorensen saw was the 
Fordson-Putilovets, a wheeled tractor which the Soviets 
were still trying unsuccessfully to mass-produce. Later 
Sorensen found out that while the Putilovets managers 
claimed they were making two tractors a day, the true 
rate was about twenty a month.7 “While the Russians had 
stolen the Fordson tractor design, they did not have any 
of our speciications for the materials that entered into 
the various parts. And you can’t ind that out merely 
by pulling the machine apart,” wrote Sorensen. When 
asked what could be done to improve the antiquated 
plant, Sorensen responded that they should bring in a 
barrel of dynamite and clear it out. 

The 1923 plan, which anticipated domestic production 
of 60,000 tractors over a ten-year period, was never fully 
implemented due to the division of effort among sever-
al small non-specialized plants, a shortage of materials, 
lack of equipment, and the high cost and poor qual-
ity of production.8 Instead, in 1925, the Soviet leader-
ship made the decision to build a large, modern plant, 
with construction to begin within two years, to produce 
20,000 tractors annually. The site for the future plant 
was chosen just north of Stalingrad,9 650 miles southeast 
of Moscow, but little else was done. The failure of the 
domestic tractor program prompted the Soviet govern-
ment in 1926 to approach Ford with an offer to build a 
tractor plant in Stalingrad as a concession. After spend-
ing ive months in the U.S.S.R. in April–August 1926, 
Ford experts expressed a number of concerns, includ-
ing safety and eficiency, but chiely the fate of foreign 
companies whose plants in Russia had been national-
ized, making them less than conident that the same 
would not happen again, especially in the absence of 
diplomatic relations between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. 
Furthermore, VSNKh’s Main Concessions Committee, 
Glavkonsesskom, asked Ford to advance credit to the 
Soviet government for the purchase of manufactured 
tractors at the government-set ixed prices, in addition 
to investing millions of dollars in a plant.10 Ford latly 
declined this proposal. In September 1928 the site of 
the future Stalingrad tractor plant, in the words of its 
irst director Vassily I. Ivanov, was still a “vast melon 
ield” in the middle of open steppe.11 

In October 1928 Stalin announced the First Five-Year 
Plan (piatiletka). The declared goal was to convert the 
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U.S.S.R. from an agrarian and backward country into 
an “industrial and mighty country independent of the 
caprices of world capitalism,” and to develop heavy in-
dustry “with machine building at its core” and with “all 
the necessary technical and economic prerequisites for 
increasing to the maximum its defensive capability to 
enable it to organize decisive resistance to all and any 
attempt at military intervention from outside.”12 The 
supplementary notes to the Plan stated: 

   Machine-building in Russia prior to the revolution had hardly be-
gun to develop and the major part of the demand for machinery 
was covered by imports. This condition has not changed greatly 
up to the present time. . . . Automobiles and tractors, this brunch 
of industry is practically non-existent.13 

At the onset of the piatiletka, ninety percent of all trac-
tors in the Soviet Union were imported, mostly from the 
U.S., which in 1930 was still its principal source of trac-
tors.14 But by 1931 construction of the irst giant Soviet 
tractor plant had been completed and two more were 
under way. American journalist, H.R. Knickerbocker, 
the irst foreign correspondent to visit those sites, was 
especially impressed by the plant under construction 
at Chelyabinsk. Not only was its projected capacity go-
ing to be 50,000 ten-ton 60-horsepower crawler tractors 
annually, but it also appeared to be “most immediately 
convertible into military purposes,” and its products 
were “so similar to tanks that they were in fact called 
‘tank-type.’”15 

In January 1933 Stalin declared: 

   We didn’t have a steel industry, the foundation for industrializa-
tion; now we have it. We didn’t have a tractor industry; now we 
have it. We didn’t have an automobile industry; now we have it. 
. . . Consequently, the Soviet Union has been converted from a 
weak country, unprepared for defense, into a country mighty in 
defense, prepared for every contingency, capable of producing 
on a mass scale all modern weapons of defense and of equipping 
its army in the event of an attack from outside.16 

By the time of Hitler’s invasion in June 1941, the Red 
Army indeed was equipped with 24,000 tanks domesti-
cally manufactured at three giant tractor-tank plants, 
in Stalingrad, Kharkov, and Chelyabinsk. Soviet his-
torians hailed Stalin for this remarkable industrial 
transformation. However, a crucial and largely un-
known role in making this possible was played by an 
American architect from Detroit, Albert Kahn, and 
by a Soviet negotiator, Saul G. Bron, who during his 
tenure as chairman of Amtorg Trading Corporation 
in 1927–1930, contracted with leading foreign compa-

nies to help build Soviet industrial infrastructure and 
commissioned Kahn’s irm to become consulting ar-
chitects to the Soviet Government. 

“Unknown” No. One: Albert Kahn 

Albert Kahn, described by Time magazine in 1940 as a 
“small, merry architectural genius,” was born in 1869 
in Germany, the eldest of eight children of an impover-
ished rabbi. He was eleven when the family emigrated 
to Detroit. Early on, Kahn showed talent in drawing, but 
his formal education ended when the family emigrated. 
To help support his family, he had to take odd jobs, in-
cluding a job as ofice boy for the architectural irm of 
John Scott & Company. At the age of ifteen he started 
architectural training as an unpaid apprentice drafts-
man with Mason and Rice, where within seven years—
including a year-long study trip to Europe sponsored 
by American Architect and Building News—he rose to the 
chief designer position. In 1895, with two other Mason 
& Rice designers, Kahn started his irst company, and in 
1902, together with his younger brother, Julius, joined 
later by Louis and Moritz Kahn, he started what would 
become the most proliic architectural practice of its 
time in the U.S.A. Besides his talent, Kahn’s personality 
was to a great degree responsible for the irm’s success. 
He was described as a self-motivated workaholic, hum-
ble yet determined, and was said to possess tremendous 
energy and clarity of focus, combined with highly pro-
fessional attitude and outstanding loyalty to his clients, 
regardless of the project. The latter may have a special 
signiicance for this story.17 

Kahn’s irm pioneered standardization and modular 
systems and developed a new type of industrial con-
struction in which reinforced concrete replaced timber-
frame and masonry. Kahn’s buildings were strong, ire-
proof, inexpensive to erect, with wide-open inner space 
unobstructed by columns, and with good lighting and 
ventilation (they were often referred to as “daylight fac-
tories”). Built “all on one loor, all under one roof,” they 
also were easily expandable. He called them “beautiful 
factories” and believed that designing a building where 
human beings work should not be treated differently 
from designing a house, church, or library. 

Kahn was mostly known as the “architect of Ford” but 
he also built his “beautiful factories” for all the other 
great Michigan automakers, including Chevrolet, 
Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Packard, Hudson, Chrysler, and 
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De Soto, in addition to designing hospitals, banks, tem-
ples, libraries, clubs, and handsome mansions. By 1938 
the irm handled about twenty percent of all architect-
designed industrial buildings in the U.S. and numerous 
projects around the world. No other architect had a 
greater inluence on the development of modern in-
dustrial architecture. Yet, several generations of Soviet 
architects never heard Albert Kahn’s name, and in the 
West little has been written or remembered about the 
remarkable history of his work in Soviet Russia and the 
impact it had.18 

Kahn was noticed by the Soviet leadership in 1926 due 
to his work on Ford’s River Rouge Plant. It could not 
escape their attention either that Kahn’s irm designed 
more than $200 million worth of wartime structures 
during the First World War and that he was the irst 
American architect who fully integrated his practice to 
provide clients with what today would be called a one-
stop approach. He brought architects and engineers 
under one roof, introduced teamwork in design, and 
even maintained his own on-site foremen to oversee the 
construction. The Soviet leaders appreciated Kahn’s 
design centered on the assembly-line method of mass 
production and his highly productive design process. 
His staff of 400 could prepare the working drawings for 
a major plant in less than a month and facilitate its con-
struction within ive months. And for the Soviet indus-
trialization program, time was of the essence. In 1928, 
after a high-ranking commission of VSNKh had combed 
the U.S. studying the American industrial scene, it paid 
a visit to Kahn’s irm. This, according to Kahn, was fol-
lowed by an invitation to visit Saul G. Bron, the head of 
the Russian trading company, Amtorg, in New York.19 
Kahn’s trip resulted in his irm being offered a contract 
for the design of a $4 million tractor plant, which, as it 
was described to Kahn, was only part of a program for 
$2 billion worth of industrial buildings.20 

The development program presented to Kahn encom-
passed almost the entire industrial construction under 
the irst and second Five-Year Plans. A signiicant part 
of the design of this construction would land on the 
drawing boards of Kahn architects and engineers.21 The 
Soviet government turned to Kahn’s irm because in 
1929, despite fascinating avant-garde experimentation 
by Soviet architects of the Constructivist movement,22 no 
architectural organization in the U.S.S.R. possessed the 
experience in large-scale construction required for a 
task of such magnitude. Nor had any architectural irm 
in the U.S. designed a comparable number of factories 

or specialized in industrial construction to the extent 
that Kahn had. Despite his dislike of Constructivist ar-
chitecture, Kahn’s industrial functionalism actually was 
similar, although more pragmatic and devoid of an over-
arching theory. But architectural style was not the Soviet 
government’s priority, but rather practicality, cost, and 
speed of design and construction. While Soviet avant-
garde architects were heavily involved in debates on ar-
chitectural theory, Kahn’s solutions were grounded in 
F.W. Taylor’s labor management theory combined with 
the “magical powers” of Ford’s moving assembly line. 
Despite their origin in capitalist enterprise, Soviets con-
sidered both Taylorism and Fordism to be “ideologically 
neutral” techniques that could serve the cause of com-
munism as well as they had served capitalism.23 In fact, 
Ford production methods became so popular in the 
U.S.S.R. that in addition to Lenin’s electriication and 
Stalin’s industrialization, the terms fordism and fordizat-
sia were coined and, ironically, often used in media and 
propaganda slogans about the advantages of the Social-
ist system over capitalism.24

Two contracts: “A commercial  
relationship of great magnitude”

Kahn was initially reluctant to accept the “dream job” 
offered by the Soviets. He still had plenty of work in the 
U.S. with many promising prospects ahead (the stock 
market would crash six months later), and he “knew little 
or nothing about the Russian Government.” But chiely 
he was reluctant because the United States did not rec-
ognize the Soviet government. He knew that most of his 
clients were strongly anti-communist and that anti-Sem-
ites in the U.S. “echoed what the Nazis were saying and 
accused the Jews of fostering Communism.” And yet the 
challenge fascinated him. He believed that “the Russian 
people—regardless of their form of government—were 
entitled to help after all their generations of suffering 
under the czars. It was the right thing to do.”25 

During the next three years, Kahn’s irm became en-
gaged in the industrial building program of the U.S.S.R. 
under the Five-Year Plan. The work was irst done at the 
Kahn headquarters in Detroit and later––in order to 
handle a much greater volume of projects––in Moscow, 
with assistance from the Soviet staff, for whom the Kahn 
architects and engineers were providing training at the 
same time. The work was done under two contracts, one 
signed on May 8, 1929, to design the irst Soviet tractor 
plant; another on January 9, 1930, to become consult-
ing architects for all industrial construction in the So-
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viet Union. The work done by the Kahn architects and 
engineers under these contracts would make a major 
impact on the ability of the U.S.S.R. to fulill its ambi-
tious plan for the country’s industrialization. 

On May 8, 1929, through the agreement signed with 
Khan by Amtorg President Saul G. Bron, the Soviet 
government granted Albert Kahn, Inc., a monumental 
contract to design a tractor plant in Stalingrad. Under 
the agreement, Kahn’s irm, at its Marquette Building 
ofice in Detroit, would prepare architectural and en-
gineering drawings of the main buildings, including 
plumbing, heating, ventilation and electrical systems, 
and road and railroad access. They would also assist 
in procurement of American construction materials, 
machinery, and equipment, as well as the installation 
work. In addition Kahn’s contract called for providing 
the key construction personnel—the chief construction 
supervisor, installation specialists, and key foremen. 
All the drawings and speciications could be used for 
construction of that plant only and would remain the 
property of the irm. For its work on the project Kahn’s 
irm would be paid $130,000 ($1,666,273 in 2012 dol-
lars), plus 4 percent of the cost of additional buildings. 
All the plans had to be approved by Amtorg, which was 
responsible for the payments.26 

The New York Times described the contract as “the begin-
ning of a commercial relationship between the Soviet 
Government and the Kahn architectural irm of great 
magnitude.” It also quoted Henry Ford who, when he 
learned about the contract, instructed Kahn to tell the 
Russians that they could have all his patents, designs 
and speciications, and pledged to send his engineers 
to Russia and to invite Soviet engineers into his plants 
to learn about mass production. Said Ford: “No matter 
where industry prospers, whether in India or China, or 
Russia, the more proit there will be for everyone, in-
cluding us. All the world is bound to catch some good 
from it.”27 

In Russia the contract was announced in Torgovo-pro-
myshlennaia gazeta (Trade and Industry Newspaper), 
which was running a regular front-page column under 
the heading “Foreign Technical Assistance in Construc-
tion of the Industrial Giants.” It wrote that Albert Kahn 
irm’s assistance “would guarantee that the plant would 
be built on schedule and would beneit from all Ameri-
can modern technical achievements.”28 And less than 
two months after Kahn signed the contract, on June 30, 
1929, the paper reported that the irst American con-

struction engineers, John K. Calder and Leon A. Swa-
jian, had arrived in Moscow with preliminary drawings 
for the assembly building, foundry, and forge, and were 
expected to depart for Stalingrad on July 2. Six weeks 
later four more Americans followed with complete 
plans.29 

In April 1929, six months after Stalin announced the 
Five-Year Plan and two weeks prior to signing the Kahn 
contract, the chairman of the Council of People’s Com-
missars of the U.S.S.R. (Sovnarkom), A. I. Rykov, raised 
an alarm about the technical preparedness of the coun-
try to meet the goals set by the Plan: 

   I feel alarmed by many issues related to our technique and our 
technical cadres. . . . Shall we be able to cope with organizing 
man-power, technical cadres, skilled labor? . . . Money alone is 
not suficient for the new construction work.  . .  . We also need 
technical and organizing cadres, from skilled labor to engineers 
of the highest qualiication. . . . We have to make great efforts to 
assimilate West European and American technique.30 

But with the Kahn irm’s work now in progress, Stalin 
could conidently announce in a Pravda article “The 
Year of the Great Turning Point” published to boost the 
Soviet people’s spirit for the celebration of the twelfth 
anniversary of the Revolution: 

   By the spring of the coming year, 1930, we shall have over 60,000 
tractors in the ields, a year later we shall have over 100,000 trac-
tors, and two years after that—over 250,000 tractors. . . . We are 
advancing full steam ahead toward industrialization. . . . We are 
becoming a country of metal, a country of automobiles, a country 
of tractors. And when we set the U.S.S.R. behind the wheel and 
get muzhiks to drive tractors, then let the capitalists try to catch 
up with us.31 

When Stalin made this announcement, he certainly had 
in mind more than a single plant. Negotiations with 
Kahn about a contract on a much grander scale had al-
ready been under way since July 1929. On November 11, 
1929, the chairman of VSNKh, V.V. Kuibyshev, reported 
to the Central Committee that a major agreement with 
Albert Kahn irm was approaching conclusion.32 On De-
cember 26, 1929, the Sovnarkom approved a draft for a 
new agreement under which Albert Kahn, Inc., would 
enter into a contract with the VSNKh’s Building Commit-
tee to provide consulting and supervision for design and 
construction of buildings in all areas of light and heavy 
industry, to which end the irm would install a design bu-
reau in Moscow under the direct control of Kahn archi-
tects and engineers. Kahn’s irm would supply standard 
factory layouts, detailed drawings, speciications, and 
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other technical documentation “typical for architects 
working in America,” which by the end of the contract, 
together with site-speciic designs developed by the irm’s 
specialists while working in the U.S.S.R., would become 
the property of VSNKh. Besides consulting and assis-
tance in organizing the design bureau, Kahn specialists’ 
responsibilities included direct involvement in preparing 
the drawings and speciications for the industrial projects 
planned by VSNKh and on-site supervision in construc-
tion of these projects. Kahn personnel were to include a 
chief architect; six architects specializing in various types 
of industrial buildings; chief engineers for construction 
and computation; chief engineers for equipment and for 
heating, ventilation, plumbing, sewerage, electrical and 
power systems, and a number of assistants. The contract 
would be for two years and the Soviet government would 
pay the irm annually $250,000 ($3,152,000 in 2012 dol-
lars), plus an average annual salary of $10,000 ($126,000) 
to each Kahn specialist working in the U.S.S.R., tax free. 
Eighty-ive percent of the irm’s fee would be paid in dol-
lars and 15 percent in Soviet 9-percent railroad bonds, 
which would be paid out at maturity in convertible cur-
rency. Salaries of Kahn’s specialists would be paid 75 per-
cent in dollars and 25 percent in rubles. For the projects 
designed in the Detroit ofice the irm would be compen-
sated separately.33 

This seminal agreement, which made Albert Kahn, Inc., 
consulting architects for all industrial construction in the 
Soviet Union, was signed on January 9, 1930.34 (igure 1) 

Figure 1. Signing contract: left, Albert Kahn; right, Saul G. Bron, 
President of Amtorg. Standing center, Moritz Kahn; left, N. Ol’khovsky, 
and right, J. Michaels, attorneys at Amtorg. Detroit, 9 January 1930. 
Photo courtesy of Albert Kahn Associates, Inc.

On January 11 the Times hailed the agreement between 
Kahn’s irm and the Soviet Government. In total, the pro-
gram called for the expenditure of nearly $2 billion dol-
lars in 1930 alone and included the erection of four large 
car, truck, and motorcycle factories; nine tractor and 
farm machinery plants; and over 500 other plants and 
factories for light and heavy industry.35 Albert Kahn em-
phasized the comprehensive nature of the project: “Not 
only did the plants have to be designed, but machinery 
had to be selected and ordered, process layouts had to be 
prepared, and the very tools needed to build the plants 
had to be ordered here and shipped over.”36 

In his statement to the press, Moritz Kahn, vice presi-
dent of the irm, who negotiated the contract in Moscow, 
emphasized that Kahn principles of standardized mass 
production in industrial construction were intrinsically 
compatible with centralized planning and government-
owned industry in the Soviet Union: “There will be but 
one client to serve and but one centralized architectural 
bureau.” All factory buildings for any one type of product 
could be built on these standardized principles, resulting 
in great savings in time and cost of design and construc-
tion. The Soviet state, operating through Amtorg as a 
single super-buyer, ensured a unique bargaining position 
in purchases of materials and equipment. Additional sav-
ings of millions of dollars would result from Kahn archi-
tects assisting in the revision of Soviet ultra-conservative 
building codes. In conclusion, addressing American 
manufacturers, Moritz Kahn reminded them that car-
rying out the Soviet industrialization program would re-
quire the importation by the Soviets of great quantities of 
manufacturing, mining, railroad, agricultural, and other 
machinery and equipment.37 

On the Soviet side, describing the contract, Izvestia wrote 
that its objective was “to adopt by means of practical 
joint work of Soviet and American specialists the latest 
methods and achievements of American technique.” It 
also reported that Kahn’s Soviet counterpart, Stroiobye-
dinenie, was sending twenty-ive engineers to work at 
Kahn’s ofice in Detroit to familiarize themselves with 
all the irm’s projects and to study the latest methods of 
construction technology.38 At the same time, as provided 
by the contract, Kahn’s irm was sending the same num-
ber of experienced architects and engineers to set up 
a special design bureau in Moscow and to take leading 
positions at that bureau.39 

This bureau, which by 1932 would employ two thou-
sand Soviet workers, was formed under the Building 
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Committee of VSNKh, by a decision VSNKh made on 
March 5, 1930. It was named Gosproektstroi (State De-
sign and Construction) and became the largest design-
ing organization in the U.S.S.R. It was an answer to the 
prayers of the Soviet planners who, by 1929, realized 
that in order to implement the Five-Year Plan, instead 
of scattered small-scale design studios (masterskie), they 
needed “one powerful organization” which would “em-
ploy American expertise in its work and at the same 
time pass on this expertise to as many construction or-
ganizations and young Soviet specialists as possible.”40 

A party of forty-ive Americans, headed by Moritz Kahn, 
who was delegated by the irm to set up the Moscow 
operation, left Detroit on March 20, 1930. The group 
included twenty-ive specialists, their spouses, and an 
eleven-year-old child.41 (igure 2) During a farewell par-
ty and press conference prior to their departure, Albert 
Kahn refuted allegations of sympathizing with Bolshe-
vik Russia by stating that the politics of Russia did not 
interest him and, as a professional man, his attitude to-
wards Russia was “that of a doctor toward his patient.”42 
After stops in London and Berlin, and before boarding 
a train for Moscow, a member of the group, George K. 
Scrymgeour, mailed a card to Albert Kahn: “All happy 
and ready for the task come what will.”43

Gosproektstroi: “A marvel of efficiency” 

Kahn’s Moscow headquarters at Gosproektstroi opened 
on April 15, 1930. It was housed in a ive-story building 
at 2/10 B. Cherkassky pereulok, where two loors were 

occupied by the architects, one by the structural engi-
neers, another by the mechanical engineers, and still 
another by the detailers of structural steel. Moritz Kahn, 
who stayed in Moscow for several months at a time, be-
came the head of the American advisory engineering 
staff at Gosproektstroi; George K. Scrymgeour became 
this organization’s chief engineer. The segment of Kahn 
organization that was dispatched to Russia was “compe-
tent within itself to handle all general phases of con-
struction design and structural engineering.” As special-
ized problem arose, additional specialists were sent by 
the Kahn irm to supplement the original group.44 In his 
1934 report to the American Society of Civil Engineers, 
Scrymgeour described that the Kahn group’s role was 
“to control, teach and design all light and heavy indus-
try” planned by the Soviet State Planning Commission 
(Gosplan), and that by the end of the second year, the 
Kahn group completed the design of buildings costing 
(according to Soviet igures) 417 million rubles.45 

According to the annual report of Gosproektstroi, in 
1931 Kahn specialists supervised 600 Soviet employ-
ees in Moscow, 300 in Leningrad, and 100 in Kharkov, 
not counting students, and by that time 2,500 Soviet 
workers had gone through Kahn training. By the end 
of the second year, additional branches of Gosproekt-
stroi opened in Kiev, Dnepropetrovsk, Odessa, Sverd-
lovsk, and Novosibirsk, all using the same organiza-
tional setup and standardization methods, utilizing the 
American standard system and details applied to Rus-
sian conditions, which was termed russko-amerikanskaia 
sistema (the Russian-American system). Standard con-

Figure 2. Moritz Kahn, his staff, and their 
spouses at Grand Central Station, New York, 
en route to Moscow. Center, standing, Moritz 

Kahn; to his right, his wife Edith. 6 March 1930. 
Photo courtesy of Albert Kahn Associates, Inc.
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struction methods and details were developed in Mos-
cow and then distributed to all branches. At that time 
Kahn specialists supervised over 3,000 Soviet designers. 
The American group, together with thousands of Soviet 
architects, engineers, and draftsmen, formed the larg-
est architectural organization in the world, its size and 
scope surpassing Kahn’s operation in Detroit. It was a 
marvel of organization, and, considering the fact that 
the majority of the Soviet technicians were untrained, it 
was a marvel of eficiency.46 

But they had to start from scratch. According to Albert 
Kahn, the dificulties at irst seemed insurmountable. 
Soviet Russia lacked not only factories, but also the 
pencils and drafting boards to design them. There was 
only one blueprint machine in Moscow in 1930. The 
language barrier and cultural differences presented se-
rious problems, not to mention that the Americans had 
to adjust to metric units, the so-called “uninterrupted 
working week,” an unfamiliar diet, and living conditions 
that were, by American standards, less than adequate, 
including a frequent lack of heat at home and in the 
ofice during the long winter months. “The problem of 
adjusting our regular practice to their requirements was 
indeed an interesting and sometimes a dificult one. 
Many materials we consider standard here are not to be 
had in Russia, which necessitated much study to meet 
existing conditions,” explained Kahn in the address he 
delivered to Cleveland Engineering Society in 1930.47 

Kahn noted that the Soviet architects and engineers ini-
tially looked at his men as intruders. Early in the pro-
cess, Moritz Kahn commented on what he thought was 
a real cause of the trouble. He said that the Russians in 
many instances had a superior education and theoretical 
knowledge, whereas the Americans had the practical ex-
perience in getting the job done “in the American way,” 
which often led to criticism on the part of the Russians.48 
The greatest resistance was encountered by the Kahn en-
gineers, particularly those in charge of reinforced con-
crete design. Soviet engineers, who, according to Albert 
Kahn, were well versed in it, were opposed to the Ameri-
can “short cuts,” especially their habit of forgoing some 
minute calculations and rather relying on their experi-
ence. But gradually, as Kahn used to joke, they became 
convinced that buildings designed by the Americans did 
hold up in the States and that the chances were they 
would, as well, in Russia, “irrespective of politics.” 

In addition to their day jobs, Kahn specialists had to 
run classes at night to train their Soviet colleagues in 

the Ford-Kahn principles of factory design and to teach 
drafting to their government-assigned assistants, most 
of whom came directly from school and had no pro-
fessional training or experience. But perhaps remem-
bering his own beginning as an apprentice draftsman, 
Albert Kahn praised his Soviet students: “These young 
Russians are very gifted. They apply themselves inten-
sively, enthusiastically and earnestly. Hours mean noth-
ing to them.”49 Nevertheless, the lack of skilled help was 
so dire that American specialists were often compelled 
themselves to do work which should have been done 
by Russian draftsmen.50 This shortage of skilled work-
ers was the result of a high rate of turnover created by 
Soviet authorities to get as many workers as possible 
through “American schooling.” 

The shortage of materials of all kinds, frequent replace-
ment of the men in authority, orders and counter or-
ders, endless conferences, and exhausting discussions 
created additional problems for the Americans. Able as 
the Russians were in theory, remembered Kahn, “they 
lacked system and the ability to organize.” Plans were 
often drawn with the sites not yet determined, foun-
dation plans ordered and construction actually began 
before the details of the main structure were inalized, 
and there was constant struggle to meet the conditions 
as they changed almost daily: “Today, sheet metal is lack-
ing and ready rooing must be used. Tomorrow, steel is 
not to be had and wood must be substituted.”51 Scrym-
geour added, “Nothing to speak of excepting delay in 
delivery of drawings to and from branches or plants, 
and the Russian workers habit of promising ‘zaftra’ (to-
morrow) and tomorrow never comes.”52 

Interviews at the U.S. Consulate in Riga, Latvia, of nine 
Kahn engineers returning from Moscow in late 1930 
captured the reality of the daily work at Gosproektstroi. 
They commented on their Soviet colleagues’ lack of 
practical experience in projects of the magnitude they 
were called upon to carry out and a certain reluctance 
in adapting to American practice. According to them, 
the Soviets lacked knowledge about modern norms of 
building sanitation, and they resisted the introduction 
of any aestheticism in design; even the beauty which 
could be derived from simplicity and the straight line 
was frowned upon as not consonant with revolutionary 
art. The shortage of skilled labor and the tangle of bu-
reaucratic control over scarce construction materials, es-
pecially steel, were the main problems. The Americans 
also commented on the political climate in the U.S.S.R.: 
“We feel so free to be out [of the Soviet Union]. They 
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Figure 3. Stalingrad Tractor Plant. Plot plan, rendering by Albert Kahn Architects and Engineers, 1929. 
Photo courtesy of Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan.

Figure 4. Stalingrad Tractor Plant. Assembly building, cross-sectional view, rendering by Albert Kahn Architects and 
Engineers, 1929. Photo courtesy of Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan.
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have such systems, resort to such methods! If there is 
someone missing, one knows—political prison. Fearing 
to raise suspicion people dare not to say a word.”53 

Despite these challenges, between 1929 and 1932 Kahn’s 
irm designed and equipped hundreds of industrial en-
terprises, nearly the total Soviet industrial base, span-
ning the entire map of the U.S.S.R. from Leningrad 
to Yakutsk and ranging from tractor, automobile, and 
aircraft plants to power plants, foundries, forges, steel-
making and rolling mills; metallurgical, ball-bearing, 
aluminum, and asbestos plants; machinery and tools 
manufacturing factories; textile mills and food process-
ing factories. At least $200 million worth of buildings 
were designed by Kahn’s irm in Moscow and Detroit 
during the irst year alone.54 

For almost three years, American construction engi-
neers, foremen, and workers labored at remote sites 
side by side with the Soviet workforce, struggling with 
harsh climate, lack of necessities, and an impossibly 
overloaded transportation system. They discovered that 
sanitation did not exist outside of big cities and survived 
(though not all of them) a typhus outbreak in Stalin-
grad.55 But most important, they labored deep inside 
a country which was not recognized by their own, and 
so they had no oficial protection. Yet, on October 10, 
1929, Moritz Kahn wrote to his elder brother Albert 
from onboard the steamer Karl Liebknecht, sailing down 
the Volga River to Stalingrad: “Here is a country of one 
hundred and ifty million people ighting for its exis-
tence, a people sorely needing our help; whether we 
agree with them or not, we ought to help them get on 
their feet if only for humanitarian reasons.”56 Added Al-
bert Kahn, after one of his visits: “I don’t believe that 
the world can really get back on its feet until the other 
peoples help the Russians in transforming themselves 
into a modern industrial state, working in harmony with 
the remainder of the world.”57 

Stalingrad: “American tempo” 

The Kahn projects in Russia were designed in two organi-
zations, Gosproektstroi operating in Moscow and Kahn 
headquarters in Detroit. The major projects designed 
in Detroit included the tractor plants in Stalingrad 
and Chelyabinsk, the Avtostroi truck assembly plants in 
Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod, Gospodshipnik roller-
bearing plant in Moscow, and the Stalmost structural 
steel fabricating pant in Verkhnyaya Salda (near Nizhny 
Tagil), built to meet the massive need in structural steel 

for all the large-scale construction under the Five-Year 
Plan. (igures 3–6) 

The Stalingrad plant was the irst of three giant Soviet 
tractor plants designed by Kahn’s irm in record time. 
Frank D. Chase, R. Smith, and several other irms as-
sisted in the design of the auxiliary buildings; Interna-
tional Harvester provided the tractor design and the 
technical advisers.58 A group of Soviet engineers was 
stationed in Detroit to assist with the project. (igure 7) 
There was particular need for speed in the preparation 
of the drawings since the steel for the plant had to be 
ordered and fabricated in the U.S. in time to reach Rus-
sia before the winter months. And extreme precision 
had to be used in design to avoid any adjustments in the 
ield 6,000 miles away. 

The projected annual capacity of the plant, originally 
planned to be 10,000 tractors, was subsequently in-
creased to 20,000, later to 40,000, and inally, to 50,000, 
twice the capacity of the International Harvester Mil-
waukee plant on which it was modeled.59 All building 
components, including glass-illed external walls and 
butterly truss roof structures with saw-tooth skylights 
(known as the Kahn Daylight System), as well as essen-
tial equipment and tools, were supplied by over 100 
American irms. The structural steel elements (igure 
8) were prefabricated in New York by McClintic-Mar-
shall Products (owned by the Bethlehem Steel Corp.), 
then shipped in a knock-down state to Stalingrad, via 
the Black Sea and the Volga River, and then by land, 
in 252 carloads, to be assembled under the supervision 
of a force of American builders and engineers selected 
by Kahn’s irm.60 Long caravans of camels, horses, and 
oxen were aiding the lines of motor trucks and the spe-
cial railroads (designed by the Kahn irm) in transport-
ing building materials from the docks. Abe L. Drabkin 
acted as Kahn’s on-site representative; John K. Calder, 
a former chief construction engineer at River Rouge, 
served as general superintendent (also often riding 
camels to and around the construction site). His assis-
tant was Leon A. Swajian, also from Ford’s River Rouge 
plant. American engineers, communicating through in-
terpreters, supervised plumbing, heating, welding, and 
electrical works. For every twenty to thirty Soviet work-
ers, there was an American foreman. Together with 
about 380 American workers, who came to Stalingrad 
with their families on a one-year contract, they formed 
the largest American colony in the U.S.S.R.61 Most of 
them came from Detroit, where a Traktorstroi recruit-
ing ofice opened at 255 West Congress Street.62 
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Figure 5. Stalingrad Tractor Plant. Bird’s 
eye view, rendering by Albert Kahn 

Architects and Engineers, 1929. Photo 
courtesy of Albert Kahn Associates, Inc.

Figure 6. Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant. 
Bird’s eye view, rendering by Albert Kahn 

Architects and Engineers, 1930. Photo 
courtesy of Albert Kahn Associates, Inc.

Figure 7. Sitting, center, Albert Kahn; standing, center, Moritz Kahn; sit-
ting, left, Abe L. Drabkin, and unidentiied Soviet and American engi-
neers at Albert Kahn ofices in Detroit with drawings for Stalingrad 
Tractor Plant, 1929. Photo courtesy of Bentley Historical Library, 
University of Michigan.

Figure 8. A truss (for the assembly building at Stalingrad Tractor 
Plant) being fabricated in New York by McClintic-Marshall Products 
before being dismantled and shipped to the USSR, 24 July 1929. Left to 

right: Mr. Otto of Albert Kahn Architects and Engineers, M. Dmitrieff 
of Amtorg, F.W.R. Snyder of Albert Kahn Architects and Engineers. 
Photo courtesy of Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan.
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The Soviet press at that time was quite open about Amer-
ican assistance and the acute shortage of specialists and 
skilled workers; secrecy and denial would come later. 
Every issue of Soviet Union Review, published for foreign 
consumption, carried numerous pictures of American 
tractors at Soviet collective farms and American workers 
and engineers at Soviet plants. And at home VSNKh’s 
newspaper Za industrializatsiiu wrote: 

   It is very important to note that the American specialists are not 
just doing consulting; they are actually supervising the entire 
construction. The shortage of our own qualiied workers has 
forced us to increase as much as possible the number of Ameri-
can technical specialists invited to work at the Stalingrad Plant.

Such a statement would certainly have landed the editors 
in trouble during Stalin’s later campaign against “cosmo-
politanism,”63 but the campaign of “self-criticism” (samokri-
tika) in the Soviet press at that time was to be interpreted as 
a manifestation of the strength of the economic system of 
the U.S.S.R., which was not afraid to expose its shortcom-
ings to its own people and the world outside. In 1929, dep-
uty chairman of Gosplan, G. Grinko, admitted: “In making 
our plans, we simply worked on the assumption that the 
people to carry out these plans would be found. We must 
more and more draw on the foremost technicians of other 
countries to help carry out our program.”64 In 1929, in ad-
dition to engineers sent to the U.S.S.R. under the techni-
cal assistance contracts with foreign companies, the Soviet 
government announced a policy of employing foreign 
technical talent directly. In 1931, according to Economic 
Handbook of the Soviet Union, 1,500 American engineers and 
technicians were engaged in work in the U.S.S.R.65 

The Soviet slogan “to catch up with and surpass America” 
could be seen everywhere in Stalingrad along with calls 
to keep up with the “American tempo.” Construction of 
the Stalingrad tractor plant’s main buildings, where the 
American parallel construction system was introduced 
instead of the Soviet sequential construction method,66 
was indeed completed in a record six months instead 
of the planned eighteen (though it did not reach the 
planned capacity until 1933). It was the largest plant in 
the U.S.S.R. and comprised an assembly building 1,340 
feet long and 315 feet wide, a forge shop 532 by 450 
feet, and a foundry 680 by 440 feet.67 The irst tractor, 
“International” (named after International Harvester 
Farmall 15-30, of which it was almost an exact copy), was 
assembled on June 17, 1930. (igure 9) Congratulating 
the Soviet workers on the plant’s opening day, Stalin sent 
a telegram: “Greetings and congratulations on their vic-
tory to the workers and leaders of the irst giant tractor 

plant in the U.S.S.R. The ifty thousand tractors which 
you are to give our country every year are ifty thousand 
shells shattering the old bourgeois world.”68 A striking-
ly different telegram, in English, was sent to the Albert 
Kahn engineers, thanking “our technical teachers, the 
American specialists and technicians, who have helped 
us in the construction of the plant.”69 

The Stalingrad Tractor Plant70 was the irst of three giant 
Soviet tractor plants that had the capability to produce 
tanks. In May 1931, the Chain Belt specialist, Ellwood T. 
Riesing, who was installing in Stalingrad a conveyor-belt 
system (once branded by Lenin as the quintessence of 
capitalist exploitation) would report that shortly before 
he left, the preparations were being made at the plant 
for manufacturing “small tanks.”71 In February 1932 an 
American engineer from New York, A. Wishnewsky, af-
ter completion of his contract with Traktorstroi, would 
report that in Stalingrad “emphasis was being placed on 
production of tanks rather than tractors.” In his opin-
ion, “the development of tractor production there [had] 
been designed to lead up to the production of tanks.”72 
By the beginning of World War II, the Stalingrad Trac-
tor Plant had already partially switched to production of 
T-34/76 tanks. During 1941 and 1942, it became the ma-
jor producer of T-34s, while the other tank manufactur-
ing plants from the European territory of the U.S.S.R., 
together with workers and machines, were being evacu-
ated beyond the Urals. Production continued until Ger-
man troops stormed the plant itself in late 1942.73 It be-
came one of the sites of the crucial Battle of Stalingrad 
where, in January 1943, the Red Army’s victory over the 
Nazis turned the tide of World War II.74 (igure 10) 

Figure 9. Assembly line at Stalingrad Tractor Plant, 1937. 
Photo courtesy RIA Novosti.
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In November 1942, a few weeks before Albert Kahn 
died, Malcolm W. Bingay, the chief editor of the Detroit 
Free Press and a good friend of Kahn’s, asked him wheth-
er he was surprised by the way the Russians had held 
off the Nazis. Kahn said that when his Soviet customers 
insisted that he build plants “with tremendously heavy 
foundations and extra steel all through the construc-
tion,” he told them that it was not necessary, and when 
they, smilingly, told him about the severe Russian win-
ters, he thought they “were all crazy.” Moritz Kahn was 
the irst to igure out the reason for this requirement: 
“Albert,” he said, “these people are not crazy. They are 
building war-production plants and do not want us to 
know about it.” As Kahn remembered it, “They were 
kind and considerate but revealed nothing of their pur-
poses.”75 However, by the end of 1931, Albert Kahn must 
have formed a reasonably good idea about the U.S.S.R. 
preparing for a potential war. “There is no question 
about Russia’s preparing herself as fully as possible for 
such an event, nor is there any doubt that many of the 
newer plants are planned for the production of war ma-
terials when needed,” Kahn reported in his 1931 pre-
sentation to the Detroit chapter of American Institute 
of Architects.76 

Kharkov: “Professors, police force,  
and young bands of pioneers” 

After completing their work in Stalingrad in 1930, many 
American foremen and engineers moved on to the con-
struction sites of other tractor plants designed by Kahn’s 
architects, one in Losevo, in the outskirts of Kharkov 

in the Ukraine, and another at Chelyabinsk in Siberia. 
The Kharkov plant, with a projected capacity of 50,000 
to 60,000 tractors annually, was almost an exact copy of 
the Stalingrad plant, with some improvements but also 
with new problems caused by the drop in steel imports. It 
was built largely of reinforced concrete, with the needed 
steel coming from Germany, not prefabricated. 

The construction started on January 28, 1930. In July 
1930, Leon A. Swajian, who had just inished his job in 
Stalingrad, became the general superintendent at Khar-
kov. (He would be awarded the Order of Lenin for this 
work in 1933). In an interview in The Moscow News, Swa-
jian said that the Kharkov plant was pushed to comple-
tion more swiftly than any job he had ever done, and 
none required so much construction in a single year. 
It was especially hard for American engineers “accus-
tomed to a country where you can order anything you 
like one day and get it the next.” He also described the 
continuing shortage even of unskilled labor. Hundreds 
of foreign workers and foremen were invited, and vir-
tually all men, women, and even children in Kharkov, 
“professors, police force, and young bands of pioneers,” 
were brought in by the hundreds every day to do unpaid 
work on the construction of the plant.77 On the other 
hand, when it came to production, the Kharkov plant 
proited by receiving a large corps of trained workers 
who had “graduated” at Stalingrad, while the Stalingrad 
plant had been compelled to break in a mass of raw la-
bor, unacquainted with the machinery they had to learn 
to use.78 The Kharkov Tractor Plant––the irst tractor 
plant in the Ukraine and the largest in the U.S.S.R. at 
the time––began operation on October 1, 1931, like the 
Stalingrad plant, producing copies of the International 
Harvester 15-30. By September–October 1941 (before it 
was evacuated to Altai, in Siberia), the plant was build-
ing T-16 light tanks (KhTZ-16) and diesel tank engines.79

Chelyabinsk: “More universal” 

On May 29, 1929, Sovnarkom decided to build yet anoth-
er Soviet industrial giant, a tractor plant in Chelyabinsk, 
1,100 miles east of Moscow (further away from the west-
ern border than Stalingrad). The plant was expected to 
produce at least 40,000 ten-ton 60-horsepower crawler 
tractors annually. In June 1929, the future plant’s ad-
ministration, Cheliabtraktorstroi, was formed as a new 
division at the State Institute for the Design of Metal-
lurgical Plants, Gipromez. In March 1930, after their 
negotiations with Caterpillar for technical aid in tractor 
design and production had fallen through, representa-

Figure 10. Soviet tank repair in the middle of battle, Stalingrad Trac-
tor Plant. August 1942. Vokrug Sveta, no. 1 (January 1983). 
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tives of Cheliabtraktorstroi established an engineering 
bureau in Detroit called “Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant,” 
located on the 13th loor of the Union Trust Building 
at 500 Griswold Street. (igure 11) It was headed by the 
future director of the plant, Kazimir P. Lovin, and was 
staffed by twelve American and forty Soviet engineers. 
The American group was overseen by Warren Noble of 
Noble Engine Company, Cleveland, and assisted by ex-
Caterpillar engineers, including Edward J. Terry. The 
Soviet group consisted of future engineers and direc-
tors of the production facilities in Chelyabinsk and was 
headed by the future deputy director and a chief en-
gineer of the Chelyabinsk plant, Eliazar I. Gurevich.80 
An array of machinery parts to be tested by engineers—
including a disassembled Caterpillar tractor—illed the 
rooms on Griswold Street.81 Based on these tests, con-
tracts were awarded by Amtorg for materials and equip-
ment to a number of American irms, many of them in 
Michigan. 

The Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant was designed at Kahn’s 
Detroit ofice in consultation with the Soviet engineers 
stationed there. Albert Kahn spoke highly of the Soviet 
engineers with whom he interacted in Detroit: “The 
men chosen to work with us here have been courteous, 
eager to learn, men of the highest intelligence, delight-
ful to deal with, and remarkably informed.”82 However, 
the preliminary design prepared by Gipromez was re-
jected by Kahn architects. Instead of a dozen scattered 
individual workshops, the Kahn architects proposed 
three colossal one-story modular structures housing the 
foundry, forge, assembly, and all auxiliary shops, and 
they replaced the reinforced concrete supports with 

an exposed solid steel structure. This allowed for wider 
spans and greater layout lexibility, making the plant, 
in Kahn’s words, “more universal.” A 1972 Soviet book 
on the history of the Chelyabinsk plant contained, for 
the irst time since the early 1930s, a brief mention of 
Kahn’s involvement in the project. It described Lovin 
putting his job on the line and risking arrest (“for un-
necessary inlation of construction cost”) to support 
Kahn’s proposal despite the increasing shortage of 
steel. The book points out that using steel construction 
allowed swift conversion of the plant in 1941 to produc-
tion of tanks, which weighed twice as much as tractors, 
without the necessity of building new gantry cranes.83 

The design of the plant was completed by June 7, 1930. 
In order not to waste any time during the short Siberian 
summer, the main speciications, such as the principal 
axis, grid reference, and buildings’ measurements, were 
sent to Russia by telegram so that excavation for future 
foundations could begin immediately. The construc-
tion began on August 10, 1930, initially without foreign 
assistance. But on March 19, 1931, Za industrializatsiiu 
published a letter signed by the plant’s engineers and 
economists stating that the project was “on the verge of 
collapse.” American engineers, including Calder,84 were 
called in, and early in the fall of 1931 Leon A. Swajian 
moved from Kharkov to become the general construc-
tion superintendent at Chelyabinsk. The chief consult-
ing engineer for tractor design from 1932 through 1933 
was Edward J. Terry; former Caterpillar engineers also 
supervised the beginning of operations. 

The tractor plant in Chelyabinsk was even more impres-
sive than the plant in Stalingrad. With three times the 
capacity of its model, the Caterpillar plant at Peoria,85 it 
spread over a territory of more than 2,471 acres and in-
cluded approximately 1,780,000 square feet of covered 
loor area comprised of an enormous assembly building 
(1,500 by 650 feet and 40 feet high, with 100-foot-wide 
spans), a foundry (770 by 650 feet), and a forge shop 
(670 by 420 feet), all connected by a four-mile-long un-
derground tunnel.86 (igures 12–14) 

On June 1, 1933, the irst Soviet crawler tractor, the 
“Stalinets 60,” came off its production line. It ran on 
naphtha and was an exact copy of the Caterpillar model 
1925–31.87 (Through the mid-1930s most of the trac-
tors manufactured in the U.S.S.R. were copied from 
American designs with no compensation to the patent 
owners.)88 “The Chelyabinsk Plant was built on our own 
money, through our own energy and with the aid of our 

Figure 11. Soviet engineers at Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant office in 
Detroit, 1930. Photo courtesy of Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant Museum.
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own constructors and engineers,” read the front page 
of USSR In Construction, the whole issue of which was 
devoted to the opening of the plant and featured doz-
ens of photographs of illuminated structures adorned 
with portraits of Stalin and other party leaders (but 
contained no references to Kahn and his architects). It 
described “the grandiose shops looded with light and 
air” and especially praised the assembly and foundry 
buildings, “the largest in the world,” that “neither Ford 
nor Caterpillar can boast.” In his speech at the opening 
meeting, a member of the Politburo and Central Com-
mittee, M.I. Kalinin, stressed the importance of tractor 
production for Soviet agriculture and especially empha-
sized “the tremendous role the Chelyabinsk caterpillar 
tractor would play in strengthening the defense of our 
country.”89 

“For the purposes of war” 

In the 1930s, the Soviet Union was balancing economic 
reconstruction and rearmament. While the immedi-
ate goal of piatiletka was to “get muzhiks to drive trac-
tors,” the ultimate goal was to make the tractor industry 
“most immediately convertible into military purposes.” 
In 1924–1925 People’s Commissar for Military Affairs, 
M.V. Frunze, developed his doctrine, “Front and Rear 
in Future War,” which was an early blueprint for the Red 
Army’s vision of the Soviet economy. The task, accord-
ing to Frunze, was to enable the country, if needed, to 

Figure 12. Construction of the assembly 
building at Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant, 

1930. Photo courtesy of Chelyabinsk 
Tractor Plant Museum.

Figure 13. Forge shop at Cheliabinsk Tractor Plant, 1930s. Photo 
courtesy of Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant Museum.
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quickly and easily switch to a military track.90 The im-
portant part of this doctrine was that tractors could be 
designed to both plow ields and haul artillery. Frunze 
never implemented his vision (he died in 1925), but his 
ideas for full integration of military and economic de-
velopment, with civilian industry subordinate to military 
needs, continued to circulate among the Soviet military 
leadership.91 The decisions of the Soviet government at 
the end of the 1920s relected these ideas. In Decem-
ber 1927 the XV Congress of VKP(b) set the course 
for militarization of the Soviet economy. Commissar of 
Defense, K.E. Voroshilov, declared that the country’s 
industrial development, especially the automotive and 
tractor industries, ought to relect the Army’s needs.92 
In 1928 the Revolutionary Military Council (Revvoen-
kom) approved a document, “System of Tank-Tractor-
Armored Car Armaments of the RKKA,” which became 
the basis of Soviet armor doctrine through the 1930s.93 
The Politburo’s decision of July 15, 1929, “About the 
Current State of Defense of the U.S.S.R.,” set the goal 
by the end of the irst Five-Year Plan to equip the Red 
Army with 1,500 operational tanks and create a reserve 
of 1,500–2,000 tanks ready to engage at the beginning of 
a war. On December 5, 1929, in the document, “About 
Implementation of the Tank-Building Program,” the 
Politburo reiterated the Army’s needs for powerful trac-
tors and tanks and speciically emphasized the impor-
tance of the planned Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant.94 

In 1931, Marshal-to-be, Mikhail Tukhachevsky, was put 
in charge of the Red Army’s armament. His goal was 

to modernize the army, replacing the cavalry with tank-
based troops. He believed that the number of tanks 
needed in a future war would be in the tens of thou-
sands, not in the thousands as it had been in the last 
war, and that most tanks could be built using the auto-
mobile and tractor industries, which needed to be able 
to sustain this production. On June 19, 1930, he wrote 
to Stalin: 

   Special military tanks can make up only about one third of the 
entire leet and can be used only for special operations, such as 
antitank artillery. The rest of the tanks, the second and third ech-
elons, can actually be armored tractors which we could produce 
in great mass. . . . Military production can mostly be based on 
civilian industry, with minimum expenses during peacetime and 
the means for adaptation for the purposes of war.95 

Attached to Tukhachevsky’s memo was a photo of a tan-
kette assembled at Krasny Putilovets, which essentially 
was a Fordson-type wheeled tractor with 7-mm armor 
and a mounted machine gun. The Soviet leadership’s 
decisions in 1931 incorporated Tukhachevsky’s ideas 
of utilizing the growing capacities of tractor plants in 
Stalingrad and Chelyabinsk and the automobile plant 
in Nizhny Novgorod96 to dramatically increase produc-
tion of tanks and tankettes. The revised tank-building 
program of January 31, 1931, and the decision of the 
special commission on tank industry headed by Tukh-
achevsky on July 5, 1931, set the wartime numbers for 
production of tankettes at the plant in Nizhny Novgorod 
at 20–25 percent of its automobile capacity. Given a ca-
pacity of 140,000 automobiles, 28,000–35,000 tankettes 

Figure 14. Panoramic view of Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant, 1933. Photo courtesy of Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant Museum.
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could be produced in wartime. Likewise, wartime tank 
capacity of the tractor plant in Stalingrad was estimated 
at 12,000 T-26 light tanks.97 

In his speech at the VII Congress of Soviet Councils, 
the chairman of VSNKh and commissar of heavy indus-
try, G.K. Ordzhonikidze, stressed the urgent need for 
conversion of the Chelyabinsk tractor from naphtha to 
the more eficient and less lammable diesel fuel (espe-
cially important for tanks in battle).98 In 1936 Eliazar I. 
Gurevich, now the chief engineer for conversion, trav-
eled again to the U.S. to place orders for the essential 
equipment, which was manufactured by Ingersoll Ma-
chine Tools and several other plants in Rockford, near 
Chicago.99 In 1937 the irst Soviet diesel tractor “Stali-
nets-65” was made in Chelyabinsk. 

As predicted by Knickerbocker in 1931, the tractor plant 
in Chelyabinsk proved to be the best prepared for mass 
production of tanks. In 1939 it began production of the 
artillery prime mover “Stalinets-2”; in 1940, the self-pro-
pelled heavy howitzer SU-152 and tank T-34; and in De-
cember 1940 it released the irst Soviet heavy tank KV 
(Klim Voroshilov). In October 1941, as the German army 
advanced into Soviet territory, the plant was combined 
with several smaller plants evacuated to Chelyabinsk 
from the European part of the U.S.S.R., including the 
Kirov tractor plant from Leningrad (formerly Krasny 
Putilovets) and diesel engine-building factory No. 75 
from Kharkov. On October 6, 1941, the combined trac-
tor plant in Chelyabinsk was renamed Chelyabinsk Kirov 

Plant.100 It became subordinate to the Commissariat for 
Tank Industry (Narkomtankprom) and switched exclu-
sively to production of tanks; hence, the city of Chely-
abinsk was nicknamed Tankograd (Tank City). In 1943 
the KV was replaced by the KV-85, and in November 
1943 the IS (Iosif Stalin) replaced the KV-85. In Decem-
ber 1943 the plant started production of ISU-152 assault 
guns. In record time, the Kirov Plant became one of the 
main armories for the front, delivering 180 heavy tanks 
and 100 T-34s per month by 1944. At the end of the war, 
the Chelyabinsk plant was also producing V-11 and V-12 
tank diesel engines. A total of 18,000 tanks, 48,500 tank 
diesel engines, and over 17 million units of ammunition 
were manufactured at the plant during the war years. 
The plant’s ability to manufacture diesel engines for 
tanks was especially important because Germany did not 
succeed in developing a diesel-powered tank before the 
end of World War II.101 (igure 15)

“Mad tempo” and a parting of the ways 

For carrying out its Russian assignments, Albert Kahn’s 
irm had to be paid in hard currency that the Soviets 
mostly obtained from the export of wheat to the U.S., 
shipped at the height of the mass famine in Povolzhye 
and the Ukraine. The Politburo decree of August 29, 
1930, emphasized that “timely implementation of the 
mandatory grain collection quota is vital for industrial 
development in our country and most and foremost for 
such industrial giants as Magnitostroi and Cheliabstroi.” 
The decree was preceded on August 24 by a letter to 
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V.M.  Molotov from Stalin, from his vacation house at 
the Black Sea, where he wrote:

   Each day we are shipping 1–1.5 million poods [16–24 thousand 
tons] of grain. I think this is not enough. We must immediately 
raise the daily export quota to 3–4 million poods at a minimum. 
Otherwise we risk being left without our new metallurgical and 
machine-building plants. . . . In short, we must accelerate grain 
export at a mad tempo.102 

But despite the relentless pressure on the peasants to 
meet unrealistic production quotas and drastic cutbacks 
of all provisions in the cities, with the poor harvest in 
the summer of 1931, the Kremlin’s hard currency re-
serves continued to decline. It was compounded during 
the Great Depression by the sharp drop in prices of raw 
materials other than grain exported by the U.S.S.R. On 
August 20, 1931, the secretary of the Central Commit-
tee, L.M. Kaganovich, reported to Stalin about a shout-
ing match during a meeting of the Politburo over the 
payments for completed orders and placement of new 
orders in the U.S., and he asked Stalin for instructions. 
He also reported that “the Germans [had] easily agreed 
to lower the interest rate because they badly need our 
orders.”103 Stalin responded on August 25 by telegram:

   Due to dificulties with hard currency and unacceptable credit 
terms, I propose to ban placement of new orders in America, call 
off any negotiations for new orders that have already begun, and, 
wherever possible, terminate the contracts for orders which have 
already been negotiated, transferring those orders to Europe or 
our own plants. I propose to make no exceptions, neither for 

Magnitostroi and Kuznetsstroi, nor Kharkovstroi, Dneprostroi, 
AMO, and Avtostroi.104 

Many of these “strois” were Kahn’s sites.105 

Under this pressure, things indeed accelerated at a 
“mad tempo.” Stalin wrote to Kaganovich on August 25, 
1931: 

   The foreign currency shortage is not the only problem. The main 
problem is that if we don’t drop the new orders placed in Amer-
ica on the draconian credit terms that America practices, we may 
lose the preferential terms we have secured in Germany, Italy and 
England (and will secure in France).

Kaganovich responded to Stalin on August 26: 

   We have received your telegram about the orders in America. It 
solved our disagreements even more radically than we thought. 
We immediately sent a telegram to America to stop all new or-
ders. Tomorrow we will review the orders portfolio and see which 
can be placed in Europe and which in the U.S.S.R.

And Stalin to Kaganovich on August 30: “America aims 
its efforts to devastate our foreign currency reserve and 
fundamentally disrupt our currency situation. America to-
day is the main force in the inancial world and our main 
enemy.” Kaganovich responded to Stalin on August 31:

   Dear Comrade Stalin! We understood your suggestion about 
America just as you meant it, as a great maneuver which must 
force Americans to change their terms. We are in a much better 
position to do it now, since the main orders for our industrial gi-
ants have been completed.

Figure 15. Assembled T-34 tanks at 
Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant, 1943. Photo 
courtesy of Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant 
Museum.
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(Of course, what made this position even better was the 
German-Soviet credit agreement signed on April 14, 
1931, which provided for $75 million of long-term cred-
it on purchases of German products.) And inally, on 
September 11, 1931, Kaganovich reported to Stalin: “It 
turns out that 80–90 percent of orders for Cheliabstroi 
could be obtained in England.”106

This meant the end of Soviet collaboration with Kahn, 
who in Stalin’s eyes must have fulilled his mission. On 
March 25, 1932, Albert Kahn was in Moscow, negotiat-
ing a renewal of the contract which had oficially ended 
on March 1. The negotiations broke down when the 
Soviets proposed to make the future payments not in 
dollars but in rubles which had no value outside the 
U.S.S.R. (By 1932 the Soviet government had stopped 
paying foreign irms and workers in hard currency, 
causing an exodus of American specialists and termina-
tion or failure to renew many foreign aid contracts.)

   I could not meet their terms. I might have if I had been permit-
ted to send an entirely new group of men which of course are 
easily had today at very low salaries. But they insisted on having 
the same heads—most of whom cared little about staying at all 
and certainly not at materially reduced wages,

wrote Kahn to his wife Ernestine from Berlin, on his way 
back from Moscow. “One thing I am very glad of is that 
our men did an excellent job, praised by everyone there, 
and we left with the respect and acclaim of the country.”107 

The New York Times commented: 

   This was one of the most useful jobs done there by any foreigner. 
But the foreign exchange ‘economy axe’ sweeps wide and heavy 
these days. . . . Its effect is to deprive the U.S.S.R. of the Ameri-
can aid best suited to Russian conditions and to replace it by still 
inadequate native effort or by that of Europeans who, although 
willing to accept ruble salaries, follow methods less appropri-
ate for that country and who naturally direct orders for foreign 
equipment to their own homelands.108 

On April 29, 1932, Kahn’s unit in Moscow stopped its 
work and the staff returned to America. Through Au-
gust 1932, the People’s Commissariat for Heavy In-
dustry, Narkomtiazhprom (which in 1932 replaced 
VSNKh), continued its attempts to bring Kahn’s irm 
back on board. With great urgency they were trying to 
impress on the Soviet government the importance of 
the irm’s contribution designing plants under the irst 
piatiletka and emphasized the great need for the Kahn 
specialists’ continuing presence since the massive con-
struction of the plants designed at Gosproektstroi un-
der their supervision had only began in 1931. They re-

counted numerous innovations introduced by the irm 
and were trying to convince the government to approve 
a new two-year contract, emphasizing that preliminary 
negotiations indicated there was a possibility that Kahn 
would agree to a new contract with an annual fee of 
only $75,000 paid in dollars ($1,185,550 in 2012 dol-
lars), plus salaries for 30 specialists, of which not more 
than $4,000 would be paid in dollars (this would trans-
late into $200,000 per year instead of $480,000 per year 
for the irst two-year contract, but it was 1932, after all). 
However nothing came of it.109 

By the time Kahn architects and engineers left Moscow, 
several hundred plants and factories in twenty-one cities 
had been designed and built or were under construction, 
and over 4,000 Soviet architects, draftsmen, and engineers 
had gone through Kahn training,110 including, according 
to Kahn, a number of irst-class specialists who were now 
“able to lead squads and do excellent work.”111 The con-
struction of the plants designed by Kahn’s irm continued 
until the end of the 1930s, and the blueprints, calculations, 
and speciications the irm was required to leave behind 
enabled Soviet architects to recycle them with minimal 
adjustments for similar facilities around the country (a 
process called priviazka). Therefore, while over 500 indus-
trial structures built in the U.S.S.R. using Kahn architects’ 
designs could be identiied, the number of later priviazki 
is impossible to estimate, especially because a complete list 
of industrial facilities built during the irst and second Five-
Year Plans (many of which were later converted to mili-
tary production and classiied as “state secret”) was never 
published. In 1944, Louis Kahn, then President of Albert 
Kahn, Inc., reported “design and construction of some 
570 plants, the equipping of those plants, and supervisory 
training of Russians to design and build them.”112 In addi-
tion, Kahn’s ideas formed the basis of the Soviet school 
of standardization and prefabrication in industrial design. 
His assembly-line design process became a universal work-
ing method in all Soviet architectural organizations, and 
the engineering solutions developed at Gosproektstroi, 
using the American standard system and details applied 
to local materials and conditions, became standard in the 
Soviet building industry for many decades. 

In 1932 a monumental volume, Contemporary Archi-
tecture of Plants and Factories by V.D. Tsvetaev, was ap-
proved by the government as a textbook for all Soviet 
industrial architects and engineers. The book created 
a unique record of Albert Kahn’s Russian legacy with 
a short reference mentioning that, at the time of writ-
ing, the author was sitting on Gosproektstroi’s technical 
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council, which allowed him to closely study “the work 
of the American corporation of Albert Kahn.” The 
book drew extensively on the archives of Gosproektstroi 
and, in addition to numerous references to “American” 
methods and engineering solutions, it contained, albeit 
without credits, detailed descriptions, photographs, and 
pictures of renderings of the Chelyabinsk and Kharkov 
tractor plants, KIM automobile plant, Gospodshipnik 
roller-bearing plant, the Dneprostal’ foundry, the forge 
shop and foundry in Nizhny Tagil—all designed by 
Kahn architects. But by the end of the decade, Tsve-
taev’s book disappeared from Soviet libraries.113 

In February 1932 Gosproektstroi became a part of 
Metallostroiproekt, which was later absorbed by Prom-
stroiproekt. A propaganda campaign undermining for-
eigners’ role in Soviet industrial development became 
especially vicious in the late 1930s because the new So-
viet ideology of “national industrial patriotism” could 
not tolerate the notion that the West, and especially the 
United States, played any role in realizing the objectives 
of Stalin’s Five-Year Plans. In a recent series of articles 
about the role of foreign architects in Soviet industrial 
design, M.G. Meerovich, professor of architecture and 
history at Irkutsk State University, writes:

   In the history of Soviet industrial design Albert Kahn’s name had 
been hidden without a trace under a thick layer of baseless criti-
cism and false accusations and under the shop sign of the Soviet 
organization Gosproektstroi, created in 1930 speciically to cast 
exact molds of Kahn’s innovative designs proven in the USA.114 

In October 1938, driving the last nail into the cofin 
of Kahn’s Russian legacy and in response to an article 
about Kahn’s work in the U.S.S.R. in The Architectural Fo-
rum, the Soviet journal Architecture in the USSR declared:

   There has never been any ‘afiliate’ of Albert Kahn’s irm in 
Moscow. A group of American engineers was indeed invited in 
1928 to Moscow under an agreement with Kahn’s irm, but they 
worked at the Soviet organization Gorstroiproekt [sic] and their 
activity was strictly limited to technical assistance. . . . Soviet en-
gineers, architects, and workers, inspired by the heroic ideas of 
Socialism, have themselves created plants which overshadow the 
best industrial facilities in the USA, and by doing so damaged the 
commerce of Mr. Kahn, for whom architecture is ninety percent 
business.115

Nevertheless, in 1942 Kahn’s name was still well-remem-
bered in the U.S.S.R. Philip A. Adler of The Detroit News 
reported from Stalingrad in September 1942 that the 
name of Albert Kahn was “known to every child in Stal-
ingrad.”116 In striking contrast to the oficial line, a tele-
gram from one of the leading Soviet architects, Viktor 

A. Vesnin, to Ernestine Kahn after her husband’s death 
in December 1942 read: 

   Soviet engineers, builders, architects send you their sincere sym-
pathy in connection with the death of your husband Mr. Albert 
Kahn who rendered us great service in designing a number of 
large plants and helped us to assimilate the American experi-
ence in the sphere of building industry. Soviet engineers and 
architects will always warmly remember the name of the talented 
American engineer and architect, Albert Kahn.117

Partial list of industrial plants in the USSR 
designed by or with participation of Albert Kahn 
Architects and Engineers 118 

Airplane parts and accessories plants: Kramatorsk, 
Tomsk.

Aluminum plant: Leningrad (St. Petersburg). 
Asbestos plant: Asbest near Sverdlovsk (Yekaterinburg).
Automobile parts and assembly plants: Chelyabinsk, 

Gorky (Nizhny Novgorod), Moscow, Stalingrad 
(Volgograd), Samara.

Chemical products plant: Kalinin (Tver’).
Forge shops: Chelyabinsk, Dnepropetrovsk, Kharkov, 

Kolomna, Luberetsk, Magnitogorsk, Nizhny Tagil, 
Stalingrad.

Foundries: Chelyabinsk, Dnepropetrovsk, Kharkov, 
Kolomna, Luberetsk, Lugansk, Magnitogorsk, 
Sormovo, Stalingrad, Verkhnyaya Salda.

Freight-car factory: Nizhny Tagil.
Heat treatment plants: Chelyabinsk, Dnepropetrovsk, 

Nizhny Tagil.
Heavy machinery plants: Chelyabinsk, Kramatorsk, 

Luberetsk, Nadezhdinsk, Podolsk, Stalingrad, 
Uralmash in Sverdlovsk.

Machinery and machine tools plants: Kaluga, 
Novosibirsk, Verkhnyaya Salda.

Power plant: Yakutsk. 
Roller bearing plant: Gospodshipnik (Sharikopodshipnik) 

in Moscow. 
Steel plants and rolling mills: Kamensk-Uralsky, 

Kolomna, Kulebaki, Kuznetsk, Magnitogorsk, 
Nizhny Tagil, Sormovo, Verkhny Tagil.

Structural steel fabricating plant: Stalmost 
(Stal’konstruktsia) plant in Verkhnyaya Salda .

Tractor plants: Chelyabinsk, Kharkov, Stalingrad. 
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